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Localized Nano-Solid-Solution Induced by Cu Doping in ZnS for Efficient Solar Hydrogen Generation

Naixu Li, Longzhou Zhang, Jiancheng Zhou, Dengwei Jing and Yueming Sun

Nanosized photocatalysts have been shown to be important to many modern photocatalytic reactions. Control of the microstructure of the nanocrystals enables regulation of their optical properties and enhancement of specific reactions. Here, Cu2+-doped ZnS nanosphere photocatalysts with hierarchical nanostructures and controllable sizes were synthesized via a facile wet-chemical reaction. We demonstrated that small amounts of Cu2+ doping could give rise to the formation of a variety of localized, nanosized Cu1-xZnS solid solutions that are separated by a continuous ZnS medium. The nano-solid-solutions have predictable band structures and an average size of several nanometers, which ensures facile generation of electron-hole pairs by visible light irradiation and quick migration of the photo-generated charges to the interfaces. With Ru as a cocatalyst, the as-prepared 0.5 mol % Cu2+-doped ZnS nanospheres showed a high H2 evolution rate of 1.03 mmol h-1, corresponding to a quantum efficiency of 26.2% at 425 nm. A hierarchical surface structure with a large surface area is considered crucial for the increased activity. Our work not only showed that the non-toxic metal chalcogenides achieve high efficiency but also provides a new concept of localized nano-solid-solution for photocatalytic applications.

1. Introduction

Semiconductors have a wide range of fascinating properties and can be employed for many novel catalytic reactions.1-3 From the perspective of practical applications, nanosized semiconductor crystals are attractive for use due to their high surface/volume ratios. Among various catalytic reactions, visible-light-driven photocatalytic hydrogen production from water splitting has aroused increasing interest over the past decades and is considered a potential solution to both the energy crisis and environmental contamination.4-10

An efficient photocatalyst should have good light absorption properties that match the solar spectrum. Additionally, photogenerated charges in the photocatalyst should be efficiently separated and then quickly transferred to the active surface sites, which requires well-fabricated microstructures both inside and at the surface of the material. To date, numerous nanosized semiconductor catalysts, including oxides, sulfides, nitrides, have been developed.4,8,11-25 Semiconductor transition-metal chalcogenides have been extensively studied because of their luminescent and photocatalytic properties.26-31 In particular, UV-light-responsive zinc sulfide (ZnS) has been extensively studied.22 ZnS usually exhibits high activity for H2 evolution, even without the assistance of noble metals.33-36 Despite these successful demonstrations, it is still a challenge to make ZnS work effectively under visible light irradiation due to its wide band gap. Until now, CdS was the most successful material to combine with ZnS to produce high efficiency in visible-light-driven hydrogen production.3,9,37-41 However, the toxicity of CdS makes it less desirable.

CuS has recently been incorporated into ZnS-based semiconductors.26,27,34,42 Theoretically, CuS has a very narrow band gap and thus has a good visible light response; however, its conduction band is too positive to reduce H2O. Coupling CuS with ZnS to form a solid solution, similar to that of CdS/ZnS, has been attempted. However, in contrast to CdS, the low-temperature, stable phase for CuS is hexagonal (as differed from a cubic phase for CdS and ZnS), which governs the formation of a CuS/ZnS composite rather than a Cu1-xZnS solid solution.20,43,44 Additionally, CuS has a higher valence band and a lower conduction band than ZnS, resulting in the generation of type I band alignment with both photogenerated electrons and holes continuously injected into CuS. As aforementioned, photo-reduction of H2O will not occur on CuS, which results in the recombination of the photogenerated electrons and holes in CuS. In this regard, the detailed mechanism involved in the photocatalytic H2 production over CuS/ZnS still needs to be elucidated though some possible mechanisms have been proposed.27,34,45

Here, using TAA as a sulfur source and template, we successfully synthesized Cu2+-doped ZnS hierarchical nanospheres with controllable size via a wet-chemistry approach. Because of the similar ionic radii of Cu2+ and Zn2+ (0.073 nm and 0.074 nm for Cu2+ and Zn2+ respectively), Cu1-xZnX solid solutions that are separated by a continuous ZnS medium have been achieved.
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and Zn$^{2+}$, respectively) and, more importantly, a relatively high mobility of Cu$^{2+}$ in the nanocrystals, it is possible to embed small amounts of Cu$^{2+}$ into a ZnS matrix; the areas where Cu$^{2+}$ is incorporated can, therefore, be treated as a solid solution. Moreover, our XPS results indicate that these solid solutions were enriched at the surface most likely due to the fast diffusion of these Cu$^{2+}$ ions. Significantly, due to the very small amount of Cu$^{2+}$ introduced, all these solid solutions were surrounded by the ZnS matrix, leading to many localized regions at the surface. The formation of such localized solid solutions can undoubtedly restrict the transmission of photogenerated charges and should be essential to the improved photocatalytic activity. Moreover, with the ideal morphology containing, for example, high surface area and good crystallinity, one can further increase the activity.

2. Experiments

2.1 Chemicals and materials

Zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$·6H$_2$O), copper nitrate trihydrate (Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$·3H$_2$O), thioacetamide (TAA), ammonium hexachlororuthenate ((NH$_4$)$_2$RuCl$_6$), sodium sulfide (Na$_2$S), and sodium sulfite (Na$_2$SO$_3$) were used as received. The water used in all samples was de-ionized water with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm.

2.2 Synthesis of Cu$^{2+}$-doped ZnS nanospheres with hierarchical structures

In a standard procedure, Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$ and Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$ (totaling to 10 mmol), 35 mmol of TAA, and 150 mL of water were combined in a 250-mL three-neck flask. The flask was then equipped with a reflux condenser and a Teflon-coated magnetic stir bar and preheated in air at 105 °C for 1.5 h. After cooling, the products were separated by centrifugation, washed with absolute ethanol twice and distilled water three times to remove possible residual impurities, and dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C for 5 h. The resultant products were then sampled for future characterization. Doped ZnS samples with different amounts of Cu$^{2+}$ were named according to the form Cu$_x$Zn$_{1-x}$S, where $x$ indicates the molar concentration of Cu$^{2+}$. For example, Cu$_{0.5}$Zn$_{0.5}$S-0.5 refers to 0.5 mol % Cu$^{2+}$-doped ZnS.

2.3 In-situ synthesis of Ru loaded Cu-ZnS-0.5 photocatalyst

Typically, 0.1 g of the as-prepared Cu$_{0.5}$Zn$_{0.5}$S-0.5 was dispersed using a magnetic stirrer in an aqueous solution (180 mL) containing 0.35 M of Na$_2$S and 0.25 M of Na$_2$SO$_3$. Next, 0.1 wt % Ru was introduced by adding (NH$_4$)$_2$RuCl$_6$ into the solution. The obtained suspension was irradiated under visible light for 5 h. After the reaction, the product was separated by centrifugation, washed with deionized water several times, and dried at 80 °C for 5 h in a vacuum oven.

2.4 Photocatalytic reactions

Photocatalytic reactions of hydrogen production from water were conducted in a closed-gas system with a side irradiation Pyrex cell (using PLS-SXE300/300UV Xe lamp irradiation) at 35 °C. The photocatalyst powder was dispersed using a magnetic stirrer in an aqueous solution (180 mL) containing Na$_2$S (0.35 M) and Na$_2$SO$_3$ (0.25 M) as electron donors. The photocatalysts were irradiated with visible light ($\lambda \geq 430$ nm) through a cut-off filter from the Xe lamp. The intensity and number of photons of the two light sources were measured by a fiber optic spectrometer. The amount of H$_2$ gas was determined using an online thermal conductivity detector (TCD) gas chromatography (NaX zeolite column, TCD detector, N$_2$ carrier) or drainage. Apparent quantum yields (AQY), which are defined by equation (1), were measured using a 425 nm band pass filter and an irradiation-meter. The control experiments (including without using photocatalysts/sacrificial reagents, and using Ru-ZnS photocatalysts) showed that no H$_2$ was produced by visible light irradiation.

\[
\text{AQY} = \frac{\text{The number of reacted electrons}}{\text{The number of incident photons}} = \frac{\text{The number of evolved H}_2 \text{ molecules \times 2}}{\text{The number of incident photons}}
\]

2.5 Characterizations

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of prepared photocatalysts were confirmed by an X’Pert PRO diffractometer using Cu Ka ($\lambda=0.1538$ nm) irradiation with constant instrument parameters, and all the samples were scanned between 10° and 90° with a step size of 0.033°. Diffuse reflectance UV-visible (UV-vis) spectra were measured on a Hitachi U-4100 spectrometer equipped with a lab-sphere diffuse reflectance accessory. The analysis of photoluminescence spectra (PL) was carried out at room temperature using a PTI QM-4 fluorescence spectrophotometer. The crystal lattice morphologic micrographs were collected using a JEOL JSM-7800F field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a FEI Tecnai G2 F30 transmission electron microscope (TEM). The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were conducted on an Axis Ultra, Kratos (UK) multifunctional spectrometer using monochromatic Al Kα radiation.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Characterizations of Cu-ZnS nanocrystals

Cu$^{2+}$-doped ZnS (Cu-ZnS) nanocrystals were prepared by adding thioacetamide (TAA) into an aqueous solution containing Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$ and Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$. The shape evolution of Cu$^{2+}$-doped ZnS was monitored by changing the amount of Cu$^{2+}$. Figure 1 shows the representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the as-prepared Cu-ZnS nanocrystals. The samples are composed of a large quantity of well-dispersed spherical nanoparticles in terms of both size and shape. The average size of these samples, statistically estimated from the SEM images, are ca. 154.3 nm, 93.5 nm, 104.2 nm, 126.1 nm, 152.0 nm, and 261.2 nm for ZnS, 0 mol % Cu$^{2+}$ (Cu-ZnS-0.1), 0.3 mol % Cu$^{2+}$ (Cu-ZnS-0.3), 0.5 mol % Cu$^{2+}$ (Cu-ZnS-0.5), 0.7 mol % Cu$^{2+}$ (Cu-ZnS-0.7), and 1 mol % Cu$^{2+}$ (Cu-ZnS-1) doped ZnS, respectively. A close examination using high-resolution SEM (insets of Figure 1) shows that these nanospheres are in fact enclosed by rough surfaces. More importantly, the surface of ZnS is smoother than the Cu$^{2+}$-doped ZnS, which can be seen from the valley-like structures indicated by the white arrows shown in the insets of Figure 1. To certify the existence of Cu$^{2+}$, Cu-ZnS-0.5 was then measured using energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) analysis. Figure 2 shows the low-magnification SEM and the corresponding EDX mapping of the sample. Clearly, Cu$^{2+}$ is highly dispersed in ZnS.

XRD, diffuse reflectance UV-vis absorption, and TEM were then employed to further determine the physical properties and nanostructures of these nanocrystals. As shown in Figure 3a, all of these nanospheres, including ZnS, were dominated by the cubic phase. There is no significant difference in the shape of these XRD.
patterns, probably due to the very small amount of Cu$^{2+}$ integrated in the ZnS substrate. Figure 3b represents the UV-vis spectra of different Cu$^{2+}$-doped ZnS nanospheres. A sharp absorption curve with an onset at approximately 350 nm was found in all samples, which apparently arises from a ZnS band-band electron transition.\textsuperscript{37} Significantly, owing to the relatively high mobility of Cu$^{2+}$, as well as the similar ionic radii (0.073 nm and 0.074 nm for Cu$^{2+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$, respectively), some Cu$^{2+}$ ions may embed into the ZnS matrix by either replacing the Zn$^{2+}$ or as an interstitial atom, leading to the formation of a Cu$_{1-x}$Zn$_{x}$S solid solution (Figure 4).\textsuperscript{27,46-52} The absorption between approximately 350 and 480 nm should therefore be a result of the formation of the Cu$_{1-x}$Zn$_{x}$S solid solution.\textsuperscript{42} Such a solid solution, which has variable absorption edges as marked by a red circle in Figure 3b, gives rise to a visible light response, resulting in visible-light-generated charges. Moreover, the continuously elevated absorption with the increasing Cu$^{2+}$ throughout visible light region (> 500 nm) should be a result of the formation of CuS or non-stoichiometric Cu$_{2-x}$S.\textsuperscript{26,42,53-55} To analyze the nanostructures of these samples, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) measurements were then conducted.

Figure 1. SEM images of different amounts of Cu$^{2+}$-doped into ZnS nanospheres: a) 0 mol %, b) 0.1 mol %, c) 0.3 mol %, d) 0.5 mol %, e) 0.7 mol % and f) 1 mol %. Insets are the corresponding magnified SEM images and statistical size distributions of the samples. Scale bar in the inset of a) is 100 nm and can be applied to all the other insets.

Figure 2. a) Microscaled SEM image, and b-d) the corresponding EDX mapping of Cu-ZnS-0.5 photocatalyst at the region shown in a). Scale bar in the inset of a) is 100 nm.
conducted. For simplification, we chose ZnS and Cu-ZnS-0.3 as representative samples. The spherical morphology of these samples is also clearly visible. In particular, TEM images again showed the rougher surface of Cu-ZnS-0.3 than that of ZnS. By carefully checking the TEM images, we notice that these nanospheres are actually aggregates of many small nanoparticles. Figure 3d shows an HRTEM image at the edge of a nanosphere in the Cu-ZnS-0.3 sample. The valley-like structure is more clearly observed with a depth of ca. 5-10 nm between two cross-linked primary particles (Figure 3e). Moreover, as we magnified the region shown in Figure 3e, 1, 2, 3, and 4 (Figure 3f), we note that the regions shown in Figure 3d, in fact, contain phase segregations. For example, as shown in Figure 3f (Figure 3e, 1), the crossed lattices with distances of 0.2 nm and 0.31 nm can be assigned to the {220} and {111} facets of pure cubic ZnS. On the contrary, when we checked the other areas indicated in Figure 3e, 2, 3, and 4, significant changes in lattice configurations occurred around the adjacent ZnS matrix. The lattice distortion generated from either the substitution of Zn\(^{2+}\) by Cu\(^{2+}\) (Figure 3g and h) or the insertion of interstitial Cu\(^{2+}\) in the ZnS matrix (Figure 3i), indicates the formation of localized Cu\(_{1-x}\)Zn\(_{x}\)S solid solutions. In particular, the spatial separation of these localized solid solutions by the ZnS matrix results in the localized light absorption and, therefore, the confinement of the charge transmission, which contributes to an enhancement in the photocatalytic activity.
primary nanoparticles. In this case, the primary particle size was controlled by the concentration of Cu\(^{2+}\), which provided another indication of the incorporation of CuS and ZnS.\(^{56-58}\)

3.2 The mechanism of formation of the Cu-ZnS nanospheres

We also examined the effects of TAA on the formation of the nanospheres. We found that TAA not only served as a sulfur source but also contributed to the ordered assembly of the initially formed nanoparticles. As shown in Figure 5, when Na\(_2\)S was used instead of TAA as a sulfur source in the synthesis of ZnS, the initially generated nanoparticles tend to rapidly aggregate in a random manner, giving rise to the formation of irregular agglomerates. This finding indicates that the initially formed primary particles tend to assemble into aggregates driven by the high surface energy.\(^{57-59}\)

Generally, spherical shapes have relatively low surface energy. However, without TAA, aggregation may become random, leading to the formation of large agglomerates. In fact, the TAA molecule (even after it has decomposed) has a strong bonding effect on nanoparticles arising from its terminal nitrogen, which should be responsible for the ordered assembly of the primary nanoparticles.\(^{60-63}\)

![Figure 6. Plausible self-assembly process involved in the formation of i) ZnS and ii) Cu\(^{2+}\)-doped ZnS nanospheres.](image)

From the TEM and SEM images, Cu\(^{2+}\) was found to strongly influence the size and surface structure of the nanospheres. In fact, CuS has a much smaller solubility product than ZnS (K\(_{sp}\): 6\(\times\)10\(^{-22}\) for CuS and 2.2\(\times\)10\(^{-22}\) for ZnS).\(^{66,67}\) As a result, CuS should precipitate first and serve as the seeds for the growth of ZnS by forming the primary nanoparticles. In this case, the primary particle size was controlled by the concentration of Cu\(^{2+}\), which influenced the number of CuS nucleation events. The limited number of nuclei induced by Cu\(^{2+}\), in principle, increased the size of the primary nanoparticles. The size of the Cu-ZnS nanospheres therefore decreased due to the reduced surface energy of the primary nanoparticles. Moreover, the enlarged size of the primary particles also gave rise to the formation of many valley-structures on the surface of the nanospheres. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that the smooth surfaces of the ZnS nanospheres were the result of the assembly of smaller ZnS primary particles. The growth mechanism of ZnS and Cu-ZnS nanospheres was thus proposed and summarized in Figure 6. Briefly, for ZnS, the growth starts from the uniformly synthesized ZnS nuclei to form the primary nanoparticles. These primary nanoparticles then assemble into nanospheres in a precise way in the presence of TAA (Figure 6, i). On the contrary, in the presence of Cu\(^{2+}\), CuS instead of ZnS will form the nanoparticle seeds, followed by the growth of ZnS to form Cu-ZnS primary nanoparticles. The assembly of these primary nanospheres then occurs (Figure 6, ii). Notably, the size of the nanospheres is strongly dependent on the concentration of Cu\(^{2+}\), as it influences the number of the nuclei and therefore the size of the primary nanoparticles.

3.3 Chemical state of Cu-ZnS nanospheres

To further evaluate the surface chemical composition and electronic states of the Cu-ZnS-0.5 nanospheres, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was carried out. Figure 7 shows high-resolution XPS spectra of the S 2p, Zn 2p, N 1s, and Cu 2p regions. The peak centered at 161.3 eV of the S 2p shown in Figure 7a typically originates from ZnS.\(^{26,68}\) A shoulder at approximately 162.1 eV was more obvious in the Cu-ZnS sample. The slight shift to higher energy might arise from the doped Cu\(^{2+}\), which has a larger electronegativity (Cu versus Zn: 1.9 versus 1.6, Pauling scale). Similar arguments can be applied to the slight, high-energy shift in the binding energy of the Zn 2p. No significant difference in either the intensity or the peak positions of Zn and N was observed after Cu\(^{2+}\) doping, indicating that Cu\(^{2+}\) had little influence on the valence state of ZnS (Figure 7, b and c). On the other hand, the observation of N in both ZnS and Cu-ZnS again verified our hypothesis about the capping (bonding) effect of TAA (or its decomposition products). The scan over the Cu 2p region (Figure 7d) shows four peaks for Cu, i.e., 962.9 nm, 953.1 nm, 943.4 nm, and 933.17 nm. The two stronger peaks at 953.1 nm and 933.17 nm correspond to the oxidation state of Cu(II), while the rest can be assigned to satellite peaks.\(^{26,27,66,67}\) The inset of Figure 7a shows the survey spectrum, confirming the existence of S, Zn, N, and Cu. The peaks for O and C should be attributed to air exposure of the sample and therefore the absorption of gaseous molecules, e.g., H\(_2\)O, O\(_2\), and CO\(_2\). The confirmation of the existence Cu\(^{2+}\) and the further observation of a slight oxidation state change for the S 2p indicate that the Cu\(^{2+}\) is embedded in the ZnS matrix. Nevertheless, when we measured the concentration of Cu\(^{2+}\) at the surface, nearly 2.2 mol % Cu\(^{2+}\) was observed. This value is much higher than the amount originally introduced (0.5%), which may be because of the fast diffusion of Cu\(^{2+}\) from the core to surface through an ion-exchange process. In particular, the diffusion is crucial to the formation of the localized Cu\(_{x}\)Zn\(_{1-x}\)S solid solution.

![Figure 7. a-d) High-resolution XPS spectra of S, Zn, N, and Cu. The inset in a) is the survey spectrum.](image)
3.4 Photocatalytic application

Figure 8. Photocatalytic performances of these as-prepared Cu$^{2+}$-doped ZnS nanospheres. a) The initial $\text{H}_2$ evolution rate over the different amount of Cu$^{2+}$-doped ZnS samples. b) Time-correlated $\text{H}_2$ evolutions over Cu-ZnS-0.5 (black) and 0.1 wt % Ru loaded Cu-ZnS-0.5 (red) photocatalysts.

ZnS and Cu-ZnS nanospheres were then used as catalysts in visible-light-driven hydrogen production from water. In a standard test, 0.1 g of photocatalyst was dispersed into an aqueous solution containing 0.35 M $\text{S}^{2-}$ and 0.25 M $\text{SO}_4^{2-}$, followed by irradiation with visible light ($\lambda \geq 425 \text{ nm}$). The gaseous products (a mixture of $\text{H}_2$ and $\text{N}_2$) were sampled from the reaction and were analyzed using a gas chromatograph. Figure 8a presents the hydrogen evolution rate calculated from a 5-hour test. A clear normal distribution of the rate over the amount of Cu$^{2+}$-doped in ZnS was recorded. In particular, little $\text{H}_2$ was measured on both the pure ZnS and the Cu-ZnS-1 samples. Cu-ZnS-0.5 exhibits the highest $\text{H}_2$ evolution rate, reaching 74 $\mu\text{mol h}^{-1}$. The changes in photocatalytic activity with varying concentration of doped Cu$^{2+}$ indicates a balance in terms of both the surface area and the distribution of localized Cd$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$S solid solution, i.e., amount and band structures, which controls the visible-light absorption ability and the charge transmission behavior, is therefore the key contributor to the photocatalytic activity. Time-correlated $\text{H}_2$ evolution was then carried out the Cu-ZnS-0.5 photocatalyst to investigate its stability (Figure 8b). In the experiment, 0.1 wt % Ru was also introduced as a cocatalyst by in situ photodeposition to further increase the photocatalytic activity of the sample. Both samples presented good stability without a notable decrease in $\text{H}_2$ evolution. $\text{H}_2$ evolution over 0.1 wt % Ru loaded Cu-ZnS-0.5 photocatalyst reached 1.03 mmol/h, with a remarkable quantum efficiency of 26.2%. The steady $\text{H}_2$ concentration in the absence of light demonstrated that the reactions were indeed photocatalytic (see dashed rectangles in Figure 8b). According to the above analysis, the localized Cu$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$S solid solution served as the active sites for visible light absorption, leading to enhanced photocatalytic performance because neither ZnS nor CuS can perform the photocatalytic reduction of $\text{H}^+$ in the reaction solution. The change in the concentration of doped Cu$^{2+}$ in ZnS can affect the composition of the Cu$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$S solid solution and, subsequently, the band positions, which has also been verified by the UV-vis and PL spectra. On the other hand, the concentration of Cu$^{2+}$ can significantly influence the density of the surface localized solid solution. With very small amounts of Cu$^{2+}$ doping, there will be very few active sites available to conduct a photocatalytic reaction. On the contrary, higher Cu$^{2+}$ doping reduces the surface area, resulting in contact of these solid solutions, leading to the continuous loss of confinement of the photogenerated charges by the localized regions, and thereby decreased photocatalytic activity. Consequently, a moderate doping level can balance both aspects, giving rise to the enhancement of photoactivity and the normal variation of the photocatalytic activity relative to different Cu$^{2+}$-doped ZnS samples. It is also worth pointing out that, if large amount Cu$^{2+}$ are introduced, CuS, instead of the solid solution, emerges as the dominate product. As we mentioned, the fate of photogenerated electrons in the conduction band of CuS will be recombination with photogenerated holes; excessive doping of Cu$^{2+}$ should be avoided. The mechanism for the entire photocatalytic reaction, based on the irradiation of localized Cd$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$S nano-solid-solutions (Figure 9a), was proposed in Figure 9. Briefly, as shown in Figure 9, b and c, upon excitation of the solid-solution segments by visible light, the photogenerated electrons and holes are confined and accumulated at active sites, leading to fast oxidation and reduction reactions. The presence of noble-metal cocatalysts improves the spatial separation of the electrons and holes, leading to a further acceleration of the reduction of $\text{H}^+$ into $\text{H}_2$. More importantly, the hierarchical spherical morphology with numerous valley-like structures guarantees a high density of surface localized solid solutions, i.e., the active sites, which is an indispensable factor for high photocatalytic activity.

Figure 9. Plausible mechanism involved in the visible-light-driven $\text{H}_2$ evolution process over an as-prepared, Cu$^{2+}$-doped ZnS nanosphere. a) Formation of many nanosized localized Cu$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$S solid solutions separated by ZnS medium. b) Magnification over a typical Cu$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$S solid solution surrounded by ZnS. c) Proposed band edges of Cu doping localized solid solution for solar hydrogen generation.

Conclusions

In summary, Cu$^{2+}$-doped ZnS nanospheres with controllable sizes and hierarchical structures were prepared using a facile wet-chemical method. These nanospheres doped with different amount of Cu$^{2+}$ showed a predictable visible light response. Efficient visible-light-driven hydrogen production over a 0.5 mol % Cu$^{2+}$ photocatalyst was achieved, with an initial $\text{H}_2$ evolution rate of 1.03 mmol/h and a remarkably high quantum efficiency of 26.2%. It is assumed that a small amount of Cu$^{2+}$ doping allows these Cu$^{2+}$ ions to easily embed into the ZnS matrix, leading to the formation of islands of localized Cu$_{1-x}$Zn$_x$S solid solutions with sizes well below 5 nm. Charges can...
be easily generated by visible light irradiation and can quickly migrate to the active surface sites of the photocatalyst. These localized Cu12-ZnS solid solutions served as the active centers, absorbing visible light to initiate the photocatalytic reactions. The demonstration of doping induced localized nano-solid-solution advances our understanding of the role of a dopant on band structure engineering and provides a new insight into photocatalytic reactions in composite semiconductor catalysts.
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Visible-light-driven H₂ evolution rate reached 1.03 mmol/h with a quantum yield of 26.2% over the localized Cu₁₋ₓZnₓS nano-solid-solutions.